
QUIZ 1 STAT4351

Name (Please Print):

ID (last 4 will be OK):

Please write down points (of the total of 40) for HW1-HW4:

Remember that you should have your student ID during exams.

This part is identical to your exam: Instructions: Each problem/question
is of equal value (2 points). You solve problems with closed books, notes,
etc. Please use pen (pencil is not allowed) for your answers. You can use
either pen or pencil for your solution. If you cannot solve some problems —
leave them alone.

1. Using our laws for sets (associative, distributive,...), verify that

(A ∩ B) ∪ (A ∩ Bc) = A.

[Note that this is Exercise 2.4.a, p.30]

2. Prove that
P (A ∪ B) ≤ P (A) + P (B).

3. Let A and B be two mutually exclusive events. Let C be any event.
What assumption do we need (or no additional assumption) for the validity
of

P (C) = P (A)P (C|A) + P (B)P (C|B) ?

4. Urn 1 contains two white chips and one red chip. Urn 2 has one
white chip and two red chips. One chip is drawn at random from urn 1 and
transferred into urn 2. Then one chip is drawn from urn 2. Suppose that a
red chip is selected from urn 2. What is the probability that the transferred
chip was white?

5. A family has a little boy A and two dogs D and C. None of them is
fond of the mailman. Given that they are outside, dogs D and C have a 30%
and 40% chance, respectively, of biting the mailman. Boy A, if he is outside,
has a 15% chance of doing the same thing. Suppose that only one of three
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is outside when the mailman comes.
a). If D is outside 50% of time, C is 20% of time, and A is 30% of time, what
is the probability that the mailman will be bitten?
b). Under these assumptions, if the mailman is bitten, what are the chances
that boy A did it?

6. Let E and F are two events and P (E|F ) = .6, P (F ) = .1 . What is
the probability P (Ec|F ) ?

7. Let P (A) = .5, P (B) = .3, and P (A ∩ B) = .7. Are A and B
independent or an extra information is needed to resolve this issue ? (please
explain your answer)

8. The probability mass function of a random variable X is given by
p(i) = cλi/i!, i = 0, 1, 2, . . ., where λ is some given positive constant, and
it is up to you to find c. What is the value of the cumulative distribution
function at point 1.5?

9. Suppose that X is a continuous random variable whose probability
density function is given by

f(x) = C(4x − 2x2), 0 < x < 2; f(x) = 0 otherwise.

(a). Find P (X > 1)?
(b). Find the corresponding cumulative distribution function.

10. The distribution function F (x) is 0 for x < −1, (x + 5)/10 for
−1 ≤ x < 3 and 1 for x ≥ 3.
Find:
(a) P (−1 ≤ X < 2).
(b) Probability density f(x) at point x = 0.
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